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INSPIRATION.  There is nothing more frustrating than having an idea -
a dream, a plan for your home or space and discovering that you have to settle for
someone else’s formula or plan.

At Canadian Closet we do things differently.

Our facility is equipped to
handle projects from start

to finish.
We work with you from

design to completion and
everything in between. 

When you bring your
ideas to us, it is our goal
to assist you in creating

a closet that not only
suits your home and

storage needs but
something you, yourself

love.

We have a large variety of
materials, including colours and
textures to choose from so that

your only limit is your
imagination.

These materials come from a number of reputable
suppliers and we are proud to be partnered with

leaders in the industry.



Signature Series
Custom Cabinetry

MOTIVATION. We STRIVE to provide you with products that can be customized to
YOUR dreams - from basic shelving for a closet to an entire room - 

and meet your budget..
During your complimentary consultation,
our designers will determine what your
needs and expectations are for the space
and create the storage solutions
and functionality to meet
them, all while keeping your
budget in mind.

After discussing
function, you will
select the style and
finish of your
cabinetry.

In our construction,
we use ¾” furniture
grade melamine
which is available in a 
wide variety of colours
and finishes.

For added convenience and function, we manufacture
and supply pull-out drawers, baskets, hampers,
shoe fences, pant racks and a host of other accessories
like pull-out valet rods and tie/belt racks to complete
the space.

Then to add the finishing touches,
we will show you choices for
accessories, hardware, countertops and lighting.

We also carry top quality, fashionable hardware in many styles
and finishes to add style to your project. 
Closet rods, handles and knobs are available in chrome, matte aluminum, matte nickel, matte
gold, oil rubbed bronze and black.



INSPIRATION • MOTIVATION • ORGANIZATION

ORGANIZATION. You no longer have to try to make your space fit the product.
We make the product FIT YOUR SPACE!

No two garages are the same, nor should they be!
At Canadian Closet we take your  wants and needs
seriously, that's why we offer customized solutions.

Our large assortment of materials, slatwall and
accessories allows us to create something to suit

your needs and fit your space accordingly.

QuikTRAY is an adjustable, roll-out tray system
designed to be installed into new or existing cabinets in
order to maximize storage and to make retrieval of
cabinet items quick and effortless.

QuikTrays are also height adjustable in minutes with no tools needed.   Kitchen, pantry,
bathroom, craft room and garage cabinets can all benefit from the QuikTray Roll-out System!

Each tray is made in-house, right here at Canadian Closet. Trays are available in white and
coloured melamine, maple, dove-tailed plywood, or metal drawer boxes. We use top of the line
Blum Movento under-mount glides equipped with the soft close feature, because quality
matters!
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